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Unnecessarily disrupt traffic flows
• Congestion costs US Cities $160B annually in time and fuel
• Drivers spend 40% of their time on surface streets idling

Programmed for average conditions
• Actual conditions vary greatly and change over time

Only use sensors in mundane ways
• Traffic signal control intelligence has not advanced in 40 years 

INTERSECTIONS ARE DUMB



Goal: Real-time optimization of 
complex road networks

Technical Approach: 
Collaborative Online Planning
– Decentralized control
– Coordinated Action

Scalable Urban Traffic Control



In the Field: 
– 26% reduction in travel times
– 30% fewer stops
– 40% less time idling

Rapid Flow Technologies founded 
in 2015 to commercialize tech.

Scalable Urban Traffic Control

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To ensure real-time responsiveness and scalability, we take a decentralized, online planning approach. Each intersection independently optimizes its local traffic flow, and then intersections communicates with its neighbors to achieve coordinated action.



Connected vehicles 
are coming …

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Connected vehicles are coming, but how soon, and how many?Whether using dedicated connected vehicle technology or cellularother traffic signal applications require a majority of vehicles to be connected.We are focused on applications for connected vehicles that work in low-penetration situations.--Because Surtrac is a fully decentralized system, moving computing power to the intersection, Surtrac becomes the gateway to real-time urban information.We are focusing on applications for connected and autonomous vehicles, as well as sensor networks that support rich urban transportation analytics.



Integration of Signal Control with 
Connected Vehicle Technology

24 DSRC 
Equipped Ints. 

• V2I will transform real-time sensing
• Is there anything we can do in the 

shorter term?



Route Sharing
Basic Concept
–Connected Vehicle 

(CV) shares its route 
with the network

–Intersections 
incorporate this 
information into local 
optimization

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are pursuing several ideas for achieving enhanced mobility at low levels of penetration:- smart transit priority	- Port Authority is equipping 50 buses that run through the Pittsburgh Surtrac deployment (Centre/Baum corridors)	- SURTRAC predictive model is being extended to account for knowledge of approaching buses and bus stops	- Using a Baysian learning technique we have developed an approach to efficiently generating highly predictable bus dwell time models (the biggest remaining source of uncertainty in predicting bus arrival times)	- with better prediction of bus arrival times at the intersection we should already be able to improve traffic flow efficiency; As we couple with other real-time bus information (how full, doors open and close events, bus behind or ahead of schedule, etc.), we can provide “smart transit priority” capabiity that gives attention to moving buses without ignoring the rest of the traffic at the intersection.(2) vehicle expediting via route sharingWe have also been able to show that if an equipped vehicle is willing to share its route with the infrastructure, we can move that vehicle through our surtrac controlled network significantly faster than otherwise (20-25% faster on average). Moreover, this doesn’t adversely affect non-equipped vehicles.  The reason is simple – the vehicle is providing the infrastructure with more information (e.g., intersection doesn’t have to guess if you are going to turn left or go straight at the next intersection; You have already told us), and consequently there is less uncertainty and we can do a better job of optimizing the network flow.This result suggests an incentive for early adopters of CV technology. Imagine you are a first/last mile freight company. You know where your vehicles are going. If you are willing to equip your fleet, we can immediately improve the efficiency of your operations. Similar argument for ride hailing companies, municipal vehicles, etc.



Smart Transit Priority
Basic Concept:
–Bus shares real-time 

information with 
intersections

–Intersections combine this 
info. with bus’s schedule to 
improve on-time reliability 
and reduce congestion

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are pursuing several ideas for achieving enhanced mobility at low levels of penetration:- smart transit priority	- Port Authority is equipping 50 buses that run through the Pittsburgh Surtrac deployment (Centre/Baum corridors)	- SURTRAC predictive model is being extended to account for knowledge of approaching buses and bus stops	- Using a Baysian learning technique we have developed an approach to efficiently generating highly predictable bus dwell time models (the biggest remaining source of uncertainty in predicting bus arrival times)	- with better prediction of bus arrival times at the intersection we should already be able to improve traffic flow efficiency; As we couple with other real-time bus information (how full, doors open and close events, bus behind or ahead of schedule, etc.), we can provide “smart transit priority” capabiity that gives attention to moving buses without ignoring the rest of the traffic at the intersection.(2) vehicle expediting via route sharingWe have also been able to show that if an equipped vehicle is willing to share its route with the infrastructure, we can move that vehicle through our surtrac controlled network significantly faster than otherwise (20-25% faster on average). Moreover, this doesn’t adversely affect non-equipped vehicles.  The reason is simple – the vehicle is providing the infrastructure with more information (e.g., intersection doesn’t have to guess if you are going to turn left or go straight at the next intersection; You have already told us), and consequently there is less uncertainty and we can do a better job of optimizing the network flow.This result suggests an incentive for early adopters of CV technology. Imagine you are a first/last mile freight company. You know where your vehicles are going. If you are willing to equip your fleet, we can immediately improve the efficiency of your operations. Similar argument for ride hailing companies, municipal vehicles, etc.



Safe Intersection Crossing
Concept: A smartphone app that 
allows pedestrians to interact 
directly with traffic signal system

Capabilities
• Personalized crossing time
• Active monitoring
• Anticipation of arrival time to 

streamline crossing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Funded by Federal Highway Administration (FHWA)’s Accessible Transportation Technology Research Initiative  (ATTRI)Approach is to couple a smartphone (iPhone8) with a DSRC “sleeve”. Sleeve communicates with the Road Side Unit (and on to Surtrac). Sleeve communicates with smartphone through bluetooth.Have just completed a series of user tests of the Year 1 prototype in the field (intersection of Cypress and Centre). Will refine and expand technology capabilities in Year 2.



The PedPal Prototype

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Funded by Federal Highway Administration (FHWA)’s Accessible Transportation Technology Research Initiative  (ATTRI)Approach is to couple a smartphone (iPhone8) with a DSRC “sleeve”. Sleeve communicates with the Road Side Unit (and on to Surtrac). Sleeve communicates with smartphone through bluetooth.Have just completed a series of user tests of the Year 1 prototype in the field (intersection of Cypress and Centre). Will refine and expand technology capabilities in Year 2.



Sensor Networks

Dense, ubiquitous sensor 
network deployments

Low-cost automatic vehicle 
identification (AVI) sensors

Reconstructed
vehicle routes

• Measure real-time traffic conditions for:
–Incident detection
–Congestion due to cruising for parking
– ...

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While we started working on our Phaenon sensor networks as a way to measure traffic signal network performance, an early beachhead for deployment in cities has actually been measuring cruising for parking, the missing piece in the growing smart parking market. Working with the US Dept of Transportation we’ve been developing this technology over the last year.We have deployed a network covering 59 intersections in Washington DC’s Chinatown as part of their ParkDC project. We also are planning deployments in Boston and Pittsburgh, both as part of and in addition to the Phase II SBIR funding we just received.Ultimately, Phaenon will also provide real-time measures of urban travel and congestion, which are valuable to cities and other potential customers like last-mile freight providers.



Autonomous Vehicles

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Background:- Continuous stream of research since 1984- Winner of Urban Challenge in 2007- All major self-driving car research centers(Google, Uber, GM, …) are heavily influenced by CMU expertise and experience
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